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Abstract—The epsilon-SVR has two limitations. Firstly, the 
tube radius (epsilon) or noise rate along the -axis must be 
already specified. Secondly, this method is suitable for function 
estimation according to training data in which noise is 
independent of input  (is constant). To resolving these 
limitations, in approaches like -SVIRN, the tube radius or the 
radius of estimated interval function which can be variable 
with respect to input , is determined automatically. Then, for 
the test sample , the centre of interval function is reported as 
the most probable value of output according to training 
samples. This method is useful when the noise of data along the 

-axis has a symmetric distribution. In such situation, the 
centre of interval function and the most probable value of 
function are identical. In practice, the noise of data along the 

-axis may be from an asymmetric distribution. In this paper, 
we propose a novel approach which estimates simultaneously 
an interval function and a triangular fuzzy function.  The 
estimated interval function of our proposed method is similar 
to the estimated function of -SVIRN. The center of triangular 
fuzzy function is the most probable value of function according 
to training samples which is important when the noise of 
training data along the -axis is from an asymmetric 
distribution.  

 

Keywords-  Fuzzy; Interval; Support vector machines 
(SVMs); Support vector regression machines. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Support vector machines [1], [2], [3] is a learning method 
used for patterns classification and function estimation. The 
support vector machines are used in various fields due to its 
simple structure and satisfactory performance. A version of 
SVM for regression analysis was initiated by [4], [2], [5]. 
This method is named -insensitive support vector regression 
or -SVR. In this method, for training data , ,			
1,2, … , , the objective function .  is 
estimated such that for each , ,  
where w is a weight vector, b is a bias, and .  is a function 

that map the input space into a high-dimensional feature 
space. In other words, this method estimates an interval 
function or a tube with the center .  and the radius  such 
that maximum possible amount of data are included. This 
method is faced with following two issues: (1) the tube 
radius ( ) or the noise rate along the -axis must be already 
specified. (2) The method is suitable for those training data 
in which noise is independent of input value	  because the 
radius of tube is considered to be constant along the -axis. 

Several researchers have made great efforts to solve the 
mentioned problems of -SVR. For example, in support 
vector interval regression machine or SVIRNs, [6] the lower 
and upper bound of the tube is determined automatically 
using two independent RBF networks. By using this method, 
there is no need to have a priori knowledge about the noise 
rate along the -axis. In addition, in this method, the tube 
size along -axis can be variable which is suitable for 
situation that the noise along the -axis is dependent on input 
value	 . The initial structure of these two RBF networks is 
formed using -SVR approach, and the back propagation 
method is employed for adjusting the RBF networks.  
Another method to solve the problems of -SVR was 
proposed by [7]. The method is called support vector interval 
regression machine or SVIRM. In this method, the upper and 
lower bound of the tube are gotten simultaneously based on 
combining the possibility estimation formulation integrating 
the property of central tendency with the -SVR approach. 
The proposed approach is robust against outliers’ impact on 
the resulting interval regression models. The SVIRM is 
theoretically simpler than SVIRNs.  Finally, the -SVIRN 
method was proposed by [8]. This approach is faster and 
simpler than two previous introduced methods.  

In each of the four mentioned methods, for the test 
sample , the centre of tube or estimated interval function is 
reported as the most probable value of output according to 
training samples. This method is useful when the noise along 
the -axis is from a symmetric distribution (e.g. Uniform or 
Gaussian distribution). In such situation, the centre of 
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function and the most probable value of function are 
identical. In practice, the noise of data along the -axis may 
be from an asymmetric distribution. In this paper, we 
propose a novel approach which estimates simultaneously an 
interval function and a triangular fuzzy function.  The 
estimated interval function of our proposed method is similar 
to the estimated function of -SVIRN. The center of 
triangular fuzzy function is the most probable value of 
function according to training samples which is important 
when the noise of training data along the -axis is from an 
asymmetric distribution. 

II. DEFINITIONS 

A. Interval value 

Definition 1- interval value is a normalized and 
continuous fuzzy set whose elements have equal degrees of 
membership [9]. Let ,  be an interval value. This 
interval value can be represented by ,  in which 

 is center of interval and  is radius of 
interval. 

B. Basic operators on intervals 

Theorem 1- Let ,  and ,  be two 
interval value and  be a scalar [9]. Based on extension 
principle [10], we have: 

, , 
, , 

, | | . 

C. Triangular fuzzy number 

Definition 2- The fuzzy number  with the following 
membership function 

,

,

0 ,

 

 
is called triangular fuzzy number (TFN) denoted by 
, ,  in which  ,  , and   are called  center,  left 

spread, and right spread of TFN [11]. 

D. Basic operators on Triangular fuzzy numbers 

Theorem 2- Let , ,  and , ,  be 
two TFNs and  be a scalar. Based on extension principle 
[10], we have: 

 
, , , 
, , , 

, , 			 0,
, , 			 0.

 

 

III. -SVIRN APPROACH 

In this model, the objective is to find two functions .  
and .  or interval function ,

, , so that following condition is met: 	
,			 1,2, … , . 

To obtain this objective, function  is defined as 
follows: 

, 
where  , , … ,  and  are weight vector and 
bias term, respectively.  Here, ,  and ,  
are considered to be interval variables where  is the center 
and  is the radius of   , and  is the center and  is the 
radius of  . Based on interval arithmetic, the  can be 
expressed as , | |  
where 	 , , … , , , , … ,  , and 
| | | |, | |, … , | | . In other words, 

 and	 | | . Therefore, the  
can be written as follows:  

| | ,
| | . 

Consequently, similar to -SVR model, the following 
model is defined as: 

Min
, , ,

1
2
‖ ‖

1
2
‖ ‖

1

subject	to	

| | ,
| | ,

, 0	,			 1,2, . . . , ; 																																										 1




where , , … , , , , … , , and  is a 
penalty term. 

The constraints of above problem imply that outliers can 
lie outside the tube. The penalty term helps to determine 
margin size and number of samples outside the tube. The  
parameter allows at most a -percent of the data lie outside 
the tube. The dual of problem (1) can be formulated as 
follows: 

max
,

1
2

,

1
2

| |,

subject	to	

0 ;	

;	

0 ,			 1,2, … , ;

0 ,			 1,2, … , ;

																															 2

 

where  , , … , , 	 , , … , , 	
, , … , , and , , … ,  in which   , 	, 

, and  ∀   are Lagrange multipliers. According to the 
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optimality conditions of problem (1), for each  and  that 
, ∈ 0, / , we have: 

1
2

| |

,																																								 3  
1
2

| |

.																																									 4  
Therefore, the lower, center, and upper bounds of the 

interval function  are as follows, respectively: 
∑ ,

∑ , | | ,  

∑ , ,  
∑ ,

∑ , | | .  

In fact, the center and radius of interval function  are 
identified as ∑ ,  and 

∑ , | | , respectively. 

IV. PROPOSED MODEL 

The most probable value of output according to training 
samples is equal to the center of interval function (which has 
been estimated by -SVIRN), when the noise along the -
axis is from a symmetric distribution (e.g. Uniform or 
Gaussian distribution). However, the noise along the -axis 
may be from an asymmetric distribution. In such situation, 
the center of interval function is not equal to the most 
probable value of output. The paper then proposes a novel 
approach to find both the center of interval function and the 
most probable value of output. According to our approach, 
the upper, center, and lower bound of the interval function 
and a triangular fuzzy function are obtained, simultaneously.  
The support of triangular fuzzy function is equal to the 
support of interval function. Beside, the center of triangular 
fuzzy function shows the most probable value of interval 
output according to training data. In this method, the 
objective is to find three functions i.e. , , and  
such that ,			
1,2, … , . To achieve this goal, function  is defined as 
follows: 

 
where , , … ,  is weight vector and  is bias 
rate. Meanwhile, , ,  and , ,  
are considered as triangular fuzzy numbers where  is 
center,  is left spread, and  is right spread of . Similarly, 

 is center,  is left spread, and  is right spread of . 
Assuming 0, if we use kernel functions like Gaussian 
kernel function, we have 0  [12]. Hence, 

, ,  where 
, , … , , , , … , , and 
, , … , . In other words, , 

, and . Therefore, 
similar to previous model, the following model is defined: 

Min
, ,

1
2
‖ ‖

1
2
‖ ‖

1
2
‖ ‖

1

subject	to	

	,
	,			

	,			 1,2, … , ;
	,			 1,2, … , ;

0	,			 1,2, … , ; 1,2,3,4;
												 5

				

 

The Lagrange function of the problem (5) is as follows: 
, , , , , , , ,  

‖ ‖ ‖ ‖ ‖ ‖

∑ ∑ ∑

∑
∑

∑
∑ ∑ ,																																																									 6   

where  and  ∀ ,  are the Lagrange multipliers. From 
the optimality conditions of program (5), we have: 

(7) 
, , , , , , , ,

0 → ∑

;  
(8) 

, , , , , , , ,
0 → ∑ ;  

(9) 
, , , , , , , ,

0 → ∑ ;  

(10) 
, , , , , , , ,

0 → ∑

0 ;  
(11) 

, , , , , , , ,
0 → 		∑ ;  

(12) 
, , , , , , , ,

0 → 		∑ ;  

(13) 
, , , , , , , ,

0 → 	,				

1,2, … , ; 1,2,3,4;  

(14) 
,

1,2, … , ;  

(15) 
,

1,2, , … , ;  
(16) 	, 1,2, … , ;  

(17) 	, 1,2, … , ;  

(18) 
0, 1,2, … , ;  

(19) 
0, 1,2, … , ;  

(20) 
0,

1,2, … , ;  

(21) 
0,

1,2, … , ;  
(22) 0, 1,2, … , ; 1,2,3,4;  
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(23) , , 0, 1,2, … , ; 1,2,3,4.  
 
With respect to (13) and γ 0, we have: 

(24) 0 ,					 1,2, … , ; 1,2,3,4.  
Substituting (7)-(13), (22), and (24) into the Lagrange 

function, we obtain the dual of problem (5) as follows: 

max

1
2

,

1
2

,

subject	to	

0 ;	

;

;

0 ,			 1, … , ; 1,2, ,3,4;

 

Solving the above quadratic programming problem, we 
find the optimal value of Lagrange multipliers. With respect 
to (18), if 0  then 

. Regarding (13), if  then 	 0; therefore, 
with respect to (22), 0.  

Hence, if 0  then 
(25).  

With respect to (19), if 0  then 
. Furthermore, regarding (13) if 

 then 	 0; therefore, with respect to (22), 

0. Hence, if 0  then: 
(26).  

With respect to (20), if 0  then 	
. In addition, regarding (13), if   then  

	 0; therefore, with respect to (22),	 0. Hence, if 
0  then: 

(27).  
Similarly, if  0  then:  

 (28).  
Hence, the upper bound of triangular fuzzy function  

is equal to: 

 
(29) 

∑ ,
∑ , ,  

where amount of  is obtained using (25). The lower 
bound of triangular fuzzy function  is equal to: 

 
(30) 

∑ ,
∑ , ,  

where amount of   is obtained using (26). The center of 
triangular fuzzy function  is equal to: 

(31),  

and the most probable function (peak of triangular fuzzy 
function) is equal to: 

 
(32) 

∑
, ,

where  can be calculated by (27) or (28). In fact, it can be 
stated that we obtained an interval function and a triangular 
fuzzy function. The support of triangular fuzzy function is 
equal to the support of interval function. Eq. (31) shows peak 
of triangular fuzzy function whereas (32) represents the 
center of interval function. 

V. EXPERIMENT 

In this section, we use the training data as used in [6], [7], 
[8] to verify the performance of our novel approach. The 
training data are generated by following equations: 

0.2 sin 2 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.05 ,  

0.02 1 ,			 1,2, … ,21,  
where noise  is  a real number randomly generated in the 
interval 1,1 . For our experiment, the parameters  and  
were chosen 0.3 and 100 respectively. Two parameter values 
except   are similar for both models based on -SVIRN and 
our novel approach. Figure 1 shows the results of the 
experiment. From Figure 1 we recognize that our proposed 
method successfully could find not only the upper, center, 
and lower bounds of interval function but also the most 
probable output according to training data. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a novel approach which 
estimates simultaneously an interval function and a 
triangular fuzzy function.  Previous works estimate only an 
interval function. The estimated interval function of our 
proposed method is similar to the estimated interval function 
of recently proposed work -SVIRN. In -SVIRN, for the 
test sample , the centre of interval function is reported as 
the most probable value of output according to training 
samples. This method is useful when the noise of data along 
the -axis has a symmetric distribution. In such situation, the 
centre of interval function and the most probable value of 
function are identical. The center of triangular fuzzy function 
obtained by using our proposed method is the most probable 
value of function according to training samples which is 
important for us when the noise of training data along the -
axis is from an asymmetric distribution. 
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Figure 1.  Function estimation by using (A) our proposed method and (B) -SVIRN, for 0.05, 0.075, and 0.1 respectively. 
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